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THE PROBLEM:
INNOVATION & PRIVACY AT ODDS

Here’s the rub:
Individuals that want to explore DeFi must relinquish their 

privacy to do so. Plain and simple, users must choose to 

either engage DeFi applications OR secure their cryp-

to-holdings in Privacy coins on standalone blockchains in 

order to remain anonymous.

In 2021, we in the crypto-community find ourselves at 

a critical crossroads:

•  If you’ve spent any time around crypto recently, 

you’ve probably heard a bit about DeFi, and a thing 

or two about Privacy.

•  If you’re into DeFi, chances are you already know 

it’s taking crypto by storm, and that the 2020 summer 

DeFi wave was just the tip of the iceberg.

•  If you’re into Privacy, you’re probably well aware 

that authoritarianism is rapidly encroaching on the 

space, pressuring exchanges to implement KYC 

requirements for private wallets, and provoking the 

delisting of notorious privacy coins.
We MUST develop a platform 

that  at once supports
DeFi AND protects Privacy.



THE SOLUTION:
#PRIFI ON OFFSHIFT

Offshift presents the world’s first Private Derivatives Platform, 
where anyone can mint fully private synthetic assets. 

On Offshift, users can Shift back and 
forth between XFT, our platform’s native 
token, and zkAssets, a line of private 
synthetics pegged to virtually any asset - 
be it a cryptocurrency, fiat currency, gold, 
silver, or any other commodity, making for 
an unrivaled diversity of investment-grade 
derivatives all on one platform. 
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ZKASSETS

Zero knowledge (zk) proofs are our secret sauce, and zkAssets 

are the juicy burgers our platform serves up fresh off the grill.

All our zkAssets are minted with our signature zero-knowledge-

based privacy solution, making owners anonymous by default. 

Our protocol also leverages real-time price feeds from Chain-

link’s decentralized oracle network, providing support for a 

vast range of synthetic assets, so you can pick and choose 

from all of your favorite flavours - not just the privacy menu.

Technically speaking, zkAssets fuse privacy-as-a-service 

with existing DeFi protocols to provision a revolutionary line 

of derivative instruments that accessorize privacy. 

Frankly speaking, zkAssets let 
you invest like it’s nobody’s 
business - because it ain’t.



We’ve gone the distance to provide the best 
trading experience in crypto, with the ease 
and simplicity users love, and without all the 
annoying hitches and gimmicks that eat away 
at your profits and create unnecessary risk. 
A great dinner needs more than just secret 
sauce and a juicy patty. 

Scroll on, and we’ll let you in on the rest of  
our secret recipe. 

THE RECIPE FOR A SUPERIOR 
TRADING EXPERIENCE

After we seared zk Proofs into both 
sides of our private patty, we figured:

“The existing cryptocurrency 
trading experience is far from 
perfect - why stop at privacy?”

                So we didn’t.



Here’s how we do it:
 

Offshift maintains an elastic supply, and employs a proprietary 

Burn-and-Mint Mechanism that - as you would expect - burns 

old tokens and mints new tokens in every transaction. 

Traditional and existing crypto derivatives platforms reconcile 

value deviations between collateral and corresponding deriv-

atives by requesting additional margin funds from users - or 

worse yet, liquidating their positions entirely. But when you 

Burn-and-Mint with Offshift, the protocol takes care of any 

and all deviations by expanding or contracting the total supply 

of XFT when you close your position. No strings attached.

HOW WE DO IT:
OUR PROPRIETARY BURN-AND-MINT MECHANISM

zkBTCwBTC XFT
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We believe Investing should be simple, easy, and 

private. That’s why we take care of the complicated 

stuff, soften the pain points, and cut down your risk 

while we’re at it.

Here’s our promise:
You’ll never get held up dealing with margin require-

ments or liquidations, and you’ll never worry about 

slippage again. On Offshift, liquidity concerns are a 

thing of the past - the protocol’s got you covered.



HOW WE DO IT:
OUR PROPRIETARY BURN-AND-MINT MECHANISM

VIRGIN TRADER OFFSHIFT CHAD

Super insecure, broadcasts 
noob trades and brostrology 

TA publicly on CT

Keeps low profile - dgaf 
what other people think 
about his trades

Holds illiquid assets on 
centralized platforms, can’t 

meet margin calls

Only accepts private staking 
rewards denominated in 

zkAssets 

Holds public assets with 
no staking rewards

Paper hands because 
crippling liquidation fears

All asset holdings are 
ultra-liquid thanks to easy, 

instant Shifting

Checks Lockboxes 
regularly, never gets 

rug-pulled

Eats tendies all day, 
becomes whale while 

remaining under the radar

FOMOs into shitcoin DeFi 
scams, gets rug-pulled 

Publicly mints synthetic 
assets at blow-off tops, 

gets liquidated

Puts down 150% collateral 
on popular platforms, 

diminishes potential gainz

Refuses to put down more 
than 100% collateral, secures 

maximum tendies

Always Shifts into zkAssets 
to trade privately

Only holds zkAssets, all 
holdings earn staking 

rewards

Disowned by family 
following public 

liquidation on CT

Twitter account 
becomes meme on CT for 

shitcoin trading failure

Diamond hands because no 
worries about liquidations



THE EVERYTHING PLATFORM:
CRYPTO, FIAT, & COMMODITIES - ALL IN ONE PLACE

Thanks to the breadth of access provided by Chainlink’s price feeds, 
you’ll find what you’re looking for on Offshift, no matter what kinds 

of assets pique your interest. Either we’ve got it in store, or it’s in the 
works and on the way. Assets wanted? Assets granted.

Getting started is a breeze:

Get ahold of some XFT - it’s 
listed in all the best places.

Shift your XFT into a zkAsset of 
your choice - say zkBTC, zkXAU, or 

zkUSD to start.

Then, Shift back into XFT 
whenever you feel like it.  

No questions asked.



STRESS-FREE EXCHANGE: 
1 : 1  COLLATERAL, ZERO LIQUIDATIONS

Our Burn-and-Mint 
Mechanism keeps it simple.

•  You get out what you put in, 
dollar-for-dollar, sat-for-sat, 
one-to-one. 

•  Excessive collateral requirements 
are outdated and capital-in-
tensive - it’s no surprise plebs are 
constantly getting rekt.

•  On Offshift, you can forget all 
that. We’ll never ask you to put 
up margin, you’ll never get liqui-
dated, and you won’t deal with 
slippage. Toss your liquidity 
issues out the window.

•  You’ll sleep better, and you’ll  
get to keep more of your tendies. 

That’s our promise.



INCLUSIVE CROSS-CHAIN STRATEGY: 
USERS COME FIRST 

•  Yeah, we knew that a long time ago - that’s why we’re 

building on both Ethereum and Moonbeam’s EVM-compatible 

Polkadot Parachain in tandem.

•  Cross-chain is the future, and in our assessment, Moonbeam 

is the best EVM-compatible Polkadot parachain out there. You 

bet we’re pumped to run our Substrate implementation in their 

parachain economy. 

•  Offshift doesn’t pick winning blockchains; we bring value 

to users. By developing our platform on both Ethereum and 

Moonbeam, we allow our users to benefit from the scalability,

interoperability, pooled security, improved performance, and 

reduced transaction costs that come with strategic, cross-chain archi-

tecture. You wouldn’t have it any other way - so neither would we.

So you heard that Polkadot is the next big thing?



As an anonymous team, we don’t expect trust from anyone; we code it 
into our protocol. So when you’re using Offshift, you can expect 2 things:

 RUG-PULL-PROOF DEFI: 
HARDCODING INTEGRITY INTO OFFSHIFT

•  On Day One, we set our vesting rates low 
and graduated, and made our wallets fully 
transparent. 

•  We’ve demonstrated our commitment to our 
user base by hardcoding rug-pulls out of exis-
tence using smart contracts called Lockboxes.

•  Not only are our on-chain reserves fully 
locked, but our Uniswap LP Token is as well. 

 Want to know what’s going 
on under the hood? Check in 

on our wallets any time:

A PRIVATE AND SEAMLESS USER EXPERIENCE ON YOUR END.         UNWAVERING INTEGRITY ON OURS.

• Development/Ecosystem   
  Wallet
• Marketing Wallet
• Team Wallet
• Staking Rewards Wallet
• Uniswap Liquidity Provider 

Here’s how we run our platform: 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xcff782dbb92f187aa3df6823c8e690c4f128ef41#code
https://etherscan.io/address/0xcff782dbb92f187aa3df6823c8e690c4f128ef41#code
https://etherscan.io/address/0x7c06d60ba831ab7fbc95b2ded49610843b02e643#code
https://etherscan.io/address/0xf7d71d20fa1aa53c07eb8b1b671ea3553c90ff98#code
https://etherscan.io/address/0xf7d71d20fa1aa53c07eb8b1b671ea3553c90ff98#code
https://etherscan.io/address/0x136d9c2766665129b5a7cddcc10896598c3f41b6#readContract


The Result?

We have put integrity first since Day One. 
In our token sale, we forbid VC-involvement entirely, and 
restricted our seed and private sale rounds to a $5,000 

USD-equivalent maximum cap per investor.

FUNDRAISING & TOKEN METRICS

  We raised $200,000 USD-equivalent in total funding.
   We harbored zero regrets.



DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP

Have we mentioned we deliver on our word? 
It’s important to us.

•  We’d like to see more of that in the 
crypto-space, so we’ve taken it upon 
ourselves to set the right example.

•  We’ve been prompt in nailing every 
development target on our roadmap 
either on-time or early, all while doubling 
down with our deployment on Substrate.

Q3 2020
 Project Launch

 XFT Contract Deployment

 Oracles Integration 

Q4 2020
 zkAsset Deployment

 Rinkeby Testnet Shifting 

Launch

Q1 2021
 Complete Deployment on Substrate

 Launch Moonbeam TestNet



... and of course, all while remaining fully anonymous, thanks 
to our proprietary zkAssets. Join us on the journey to privacy.
It’s your freedom, and most importantly, your choice.

THE BIG PICTURE:  
A PRIVACY-CENTRIC DEFI ECOSYSTEM

Decentralized Automated 
Market Maker (DEX AMM)

Decentralized 
Lending & 
Borrowing

Formation & 
Exchange of 

Insurance Products 

Yield  
 Farming 

NFT Minting 
& Exchange

•  Right now, we’re building out a platform that specializes

in the minting and exchange of private synthetic assets. 

But we’re only at stage one, and we’re moving fast.

•  As our technology gets noticed, as our community expands, 

and as our platform goes live in April 2021 and begins to grow, 

something greater will take shape.

•  We envisage the development of a privacy-centric 

ecosystem of DeFi applications that enable:           



RESOURCES

The Offshift team and community are active and
can be reached on the following platforms:

Website: offshift.io

https://t.me/OffshiftXFT
https://twitter.com/OffshiftXFT
https://www.instagram.com/officialoffshift/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5262262
https://medium.com/offshift
https://www.offshift.io/
https://www.offshift.io/
https://discord.gg/9mZswcKRvz
https://open.offshift.io/offshiftXFT/protocol-main


DISCLOSURE NOTE 

As for any crypto-asset, purchasing XFT tokens involves substantial risk and may lead to 

partial or complete investment losses. Investors should carefully assess all relevant risks  

before purchasing XFT, taking into account personal financial circumstances and risk appetite.

XFT tokens should only be purchased by investors who fully understand the nature and 

functionality of the tokens and the protocol on which they operate, and who fully accept 

all relevant risks. All cryptocurrencies may be subject to expropriation or theft. Hackers or 

other malicious groups may also attempt to interfere with distributed systems in various 

ways, including malware attacks, Denial-of-service attacks, consensus-based attacks, and 

Sybil attacks, and may engage in other malicious tactics that damage protocols. In such an 

event, there may be no resolution, and holders of cryptocurrencies are not guaranteed any 

remedies. Lastly, it should be noted that the regulatory and tax status of cryptocurrencies 

remains unsettled and varies by legal jurisdiction. In the future, there is substantial possibility 

that laws or regulations applying to cryptocurrencies may be implemented which affect 

individual rights to own, hold, or sell cryptocurrencies.
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